
Chockriti™ Chocolates is a fine art chocolatier from India, specializing in          
artisanal chocolates made with fine European cacao and all natural whole teas, 
flowers, spices, herbs and dried fruits from India and around the world. Founded 
in 2011 by a woman entrepreneur, the name Chockriti means Art of Fine Choc-
olate- “Choc” is for Chocolate and ”Kriti” means “Work of Art” in Sanskrit. The 
lotus flower symbolizes the purity and goodness of the ingredients. Chockriti 
specialises in unique Indian flavors that represent the tastes and festivals of 
India. 

The unique bars with their fillings are lovingly made in small batches to bring 
out the best flavor and texture experience with no added butter, vegetable oil, 
corn syrup, invertase, alcohol or artificial flavorings.
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BANARAS PAAN-ROSE & BETAL NUT (55%)

THANDAI-POPPY SPICE & NUTS (55%)

KAAJI KULFI-CASHEW CREAM (55%)

Vegan refreshing aromatic rose ganache with Indian betel nut 
leaves (Paan), cardamoms, fennel, catechu, & rare herbs. A 
post-meal cooling breath freshener to transport you to India.

Poppy Spice & Nut Bar inspired by Indian “Thandai”- A popular 
Drink during Holi, The Festival of Colors

A Indian cashew nut dessert experience with flavors of pure 
saffron, cardamoms & rose extract. Blended in rich, fine, dark 
cacao with roasted whole cashew nuts.
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GAJJAK-NUT & JAGGERY (55%)

TURKISH COFFEE (55%)

ORANGE BLOSSOM-“FLOWERS OF 
ORANGE” (55%)

A caramelized nougat of sesame seeds & jaggery covered in 
dark chocolate. Inspired by a traditional Indian confectionery
called Gajjak, made during a festival called “Lohri” at the end 
of winter.

A beautiful blend of rich Arabica coffee brewed with sweet 
green cardamoms- a Turkish experience

Garden fresh aroma of fresh orange flowers in a fine dark    
chocolate bar
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MOROCCON MINT (55%)

ORANGE BASIL PEPPER (55%)

AFRICAN ROOIBOS TEA (55%)

Dark Infusion bar with freshness of Spearmint leaves tradition-
ally used in Moroccan Tea

A citrus peppery bar with a hint of pure Indian “Tulsi” (Holy 
Basil) extract

Creamy ganache steeped in fine red African Rooibos tea within 
a dark chocolate shell
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PUMPKIN SPICE (55%)

MULLED WINE (55%)

Pumpkin Pie inspired ganache bar made with pumpkin tea and 
aromatic five spice mix

Christmas inspired ganache bar made with apples, oranges and 
warm aromatic spices (Cinnamon, nutmeg, star-anise, cloves, 
ginger) brewed in red wine

ALMOND SEA SALT (72%)

Plain bitter-sweet dark bar infused with roasted almonds and 
mineral rich Sea Salt


